Abstract. Thermal-viscous instabilities cause variations in the local accretion rate of the standard accretion disk around supermassive black hole. We show that a part of the disk should exhibit the transition to the ADAF state because the local accretion rate becomes smaller than the critical accretion rate for that transition in the low state of the instability cycle.
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TWO ZONE ACCRETION DISK
We investigate a transition between the standard thin accretion disk and advection dominated accretion ow (ADAF; 1{5]) during the evolution of an accretion disk around a supermassive black hole. We calculate the evolution of the standard accretion disk 6] which exhibits the dwarf-novae-type thermal-viscous instabilities 7, 8] . The assumed external accretion rate at the outer edge of the disk is higher than the critical accretion rate for the ADAF disk, therefore the disk region outside the instability zone is always in a cold stable state. Characteristic long-term timescales ( 10 4 ? 10 5 years) are related to the evolution of the standard thin disk, because the outer disk controls the in ow of matter to the inner disk. The advection dominated disk is stable 9], but oscillations due to variable rate should be present in the inner disk 10].
The instability starts inside the hydrogen ionization zone and propagates throughout the disk and the innermost parts of the disk are set to the high state with the high local accretion rates. In the standard dwarf novae scenario the disk comes back to the low, cold state when the accretion rate is lower than the one required to keep the disk in a hot state 8]. We examine local accretion rates during the cycle to understand where the criterium for the ADAF transition is reached.
We calculate the local accretion rate at each step of the limit cycle of the standard disk and we check whether the local accretion rate, _ M(r), falls below the critical value for the ADAF transition at any moment during the entire limit cycle. If it happens we assume that a part of the disk enclosed within the critical radius, r a , exhibits the transition to the ADAF state. The critical radius can be calculated from the condition 11,4]: Fig. 1 shows the variations in local accretion rate at three di erent radii of the disk: both 25r g and 75r g are located within the innermost, hot disk zone; 420r g is located within the hydrogen ionization zone. The entire disk exhibits the full limit cycle, but only at the innermost locations the local accretion rate falls below the critical value for the transition to the ADAF state. The points within the hydrogen ionization zone never reach the critical accretion rate. The two zone disk exists until the accretion rate at the edge of the ADAF becomes higher than the critical value.
We calculate corresponding luminosities of the ADAF disk assuming that the luminosity of the ADAF is directly related to the accretion rate at the transition radius 11]:
Fig . 2 shows the luminosity variations of the standard thin disk and the ADAF part of the disk. The ADAF luminosity is calculated from the above expression when the disk is dominated by advection and from the local accretion rate at the critical radius when the advection is negligible. The standard disk luminosity is calculated only from the part of the disk, which is never dominated by advection. ADAF emits mostly into the X-ray band while the standard disk radiates mostly into the optical band. The di erence in the luminosity between the standard disk and ADAF in the low state is of order 100, similar to the observed di erence between optical and X-ray luminosity for most AGN ( 12] ).
SUMMARY
Accretion disks around supermassive black hole would exhibit transition to the ADAF state. There is always a radius inwards of the instability zone where the local accretion rate become smaller than the critical accretion rate. The transition to the ADAF state occurs at that radius. The ADAF disk is located within the innermost regions enclosed by the unstable zone. Accretion rate modulations at the inner edge of the unstable zone cause the luminosity variations of the ADAF part of the disk, which might be seen in X-ray emission of AGN. Observations of the correlations between optical-IR and X-ray luminosities may con rm the existence of the two zone disks in AGN. variability is due to the thermal-viscous instabilities. The critical accretion rate for the ADAF transition is indicated with the dashed line. For the rst two radii located within the inner part of the disk (at radii smaller than the ionization region) the local accretion rates reach the critical values. The third radius is located within the ionization zone, but accretion rate at this radius never falls below the critical value.
Self-consistent evolution model which includes the transition into the advection dominated ow needs to be developed. disk is plotted in dotted line (the contribution from the disk regions which exhibits ADAF state are not included). The solid line shows the expected luminosity of the ADAF disk based on the accretion rate at the transition radius. In the low state the di erence in the luminosities is factor of 100, which is similar to the observed di erences between optical and X-ray luminosities for most AGN.
